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Executive summary  
City of Newcastle (CN) carries out a community survey on a quarterly basis to better understand key issues, 
community needs and priorities about the services and facilities provided by the City. The Summer 2020 
survey focused on the values and vision in our Community Strategic Plan (CSP), environmental 
priorities and performance, Smart City initiatives and communications. The survey also sought to 
obtain data to inform corporate reporting requirements.  

The online survey was open from 1 to 18 December 2020 and 552 people took part. Data has been 
weighted to be representative of our local government area in terms of age and location. 

Satisfaction with CN  
Just over half (55%) of respondents were 
satisfied with CN’s performance overall, an 
improvement since March 2019 (41%). Similarly, 
56% were satisfied with the standard of service 
CN provides to the community.  

Planning for our future 
Community values  
To help inform future planning, respondents 
were asked to rate the importance of, and CN 
performance on, each of the ten values that 
underpin our CSP. 

The most important values were: 
1. Leadership – 88% rated as extremely 

or very important 
2. Engaged citizens – 86% 
3.   Active lifestyle and Environmental 

sustainability – 85% 

The values where CN performs most strongly:  
1. Active lifestyle – 47% rated as 

performing extremely or very well 
2. Innovation – 38% 
3.   Resilience and Diversity – 34%  

Vision for Newcastle 
One-in-two respondents (51%) said the vision 
contained in the CSP - In 2030, Newcastle will 
be a smart, liveable and sustainable global city - 
reflects their hopes for Newcastle’s future 
extremely or very well. This was higher among 
younger respondents and those in the eastern 
parts of the local government area (LGA). 

Perceptions of Newcastle 
Most respondents agreed that Newcastle is 
liveable (78%), safe (66%), and 
welcoming/connected (53%). Agreement that 
Newcastle is vibrant and active was lower in 
comparison (42%). 

Environment 
Importance of environmental issues 
Top three issues most important to the 
community: 

1. Protecting natural areas - waterways, 
bushland, native plants and animals 

2. Minimising waste - reduce, reuse, 
recycle, compost, single use plastic 

3. Expanding urban and street scale 
greening - provision of street & park 
trees, footpath gardens, green roofs and 
walls, community gardens 

Environmental priorities for CN 
Top three issues for CN to focus on: 

1. Habitat protection and enhancement - 
native vegetation, watercourse and 
wetland rehabilitation  

2. Waste avoidance, reduction and 
recycling facilities or projects 

3. Urban tree planting - increase numbers 
of street and park trees and green verge 
gardens  

CN performance on environment 
43% of respondents were satisfied with CN’s 
performance on the environment. Of the 21% 
of respondents who said they were dissatisfied, 
perceived over-development was the main 
reason provided. 

Waste initiatives 
The top three waste initiatives for CN 
consideration were: 

1. Creating demand for recycled 
products  

2. Partnering with universities  
3. Generating green energy 
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Economic and social support 
initiatives 
Following on from the Winter 2020 Quarterly 
Community Survey that focussed on CN’s 
response to the COVID-19 pandemic, questions 
were included in the current survey about 
awareness of the City Taskforce and the Lean In 
Newy app, which were introduced in response to 
the pandemic. 

Awareness of both has increased, with 39% of 
respondents aware of the City Taskforce and 
34% aware of the Lean In Newy app. Intended 
usage of the Lean In Newy app has also 
improved, up from 21% in June 2020 to 32% in 
December 2020.  

 

Smart City initiatives 

Awareness 
Just over one-in-two respondents (55%) were 
aware of CN’s Smart City Strategy. Awareness 
was much higher (86%) among those who had 
seen the recent Smart City campaign 
suggesting the campaign has delivered on its 
key objective of building awareness. 

Characteristics 
Top three words people use to describe Smart 
City: 

1. Technology 
2. Green 
3. Clean 

Campaign 
About one-in-three (29%) people had recently 
viewed the Smart City campaign, however recall 
was lower in western parts of the LGA (Ward 1 - 
43%, Ward 4 – 11%). Facebook was the 
channel most people saw it on and the main 
messages the campaign conveyed related to 
CN’s Smart City initiatives being innovative and 
progressive. 

Communications and facilities 

Website 

About four-in-five respondents (81%) reported 
accessing CN’s website and the majority were 
able to find what they were looking for.  

Satisfaction with digital communications 

About one-in-two respondents (53%) were 
satisfied with CN’s digital communication 
methods, with only one-in-ten (11%) dissatisfied. 

Facility operation awareness 

Most respondents correctly attributed CN as 
operating Blackbutt Reserve (83%), Civic 
Theatre (82%), Newcastle Museum (80%), 
Newcastle Art Gallery (78%) and Fort Scratchley 
(63%). 

 

How will the findings be used? 

The findings from this survey have been shared 
with the relevant CN project teams for 
consideration in developing future plans, 
projects and activities including: 

 the next Community Strategy Plan, which will 
outline the vision for Newcastle’s future and 
actions to get us there. CN will seek further 
community input on the next CSP in early 2021 

 development of the Sustainable Newcastle 
Strategy, which will be open for community 
comment in 2021 

 optimising our website, digital communications 
and campaign activities to help ensure the best 
return on investment 

 corporate reporting. 

 

Thank you to everyone who took part in the 
survey – your feedback and opinions will help 
shape the future of our city. 

 

 

  

https://www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au/Newcastle/media/DocumentsHYS/Winter-2020-QCS-full-report.pdf?ext=.pdf
https://www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au/Newcastle/media/DocumentsHYS/Winter-2020-QCS-full-report.pdf?ext=.pdf
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1 Introduction 
City of Newcastle (CN) carries out a community survey on a quarterly basis (every three months) to 
better understand key issues, community needs and priorities regarding the services and facilities 
provided by the City. 

The Summer 2020 survey focused on the values and vision contained in our Community Strategic 
Plan, environmental priorities and performance, Smart City initiatives and communications. The 
survey also sought to obtain data to inform various corporate reporting requirements.   

 

2 Communication and promotion 
A communications campaign was implemented throughout the engagement period to raise 
awareness of the Quarterly Community Survey (QCS) and promote survey completion.  

Channel Description Reach 
 

 
CN website 

 
Links to the survey were included on the QCS Have Your Say 
webpage. A tile to the survey was included on the CN website 
homepage.  
 

 
1,700 HYS visits 

 

 
Social media 

 

 
The survey was promoted via a mix of unpaid and sponsored 
social media on CN’s Facebook page and Have Your Say 
Facebook Group. Some of the posts were targeted to specific 
demographic groups including those aged under 30 years and 
those in the western parts of our LGA. The posts intended to 
raise awareness and encourage people to take part in the 
survey. 
 
A paid post on Newcastle Live was also implemented 
 

 
71,081 reach 
CN channels 
 
20,305 
Newcastle Live 
 

 

 
Newsletters 

 

 
E-newsletter articles were distributed to a selection of 
distribution lists: 
 
CN community panel (Newcastle Voice) ~ 2,300 
Newcastle Live eDM ~ 3,000 

 
~5,300 

 

 
Digital advertising  

 

 
The survey was promoted via digital advertising on Newcastle 
Live, Hunter Headline and Herald social displays. 
 

 
n/a 

 

 
Internal promotion  

 
A link to the survey was included on CN’s intranet and promoted 
via NovoNews to encourage staff participation and sharing with 
networks 
 

 
n/a 
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3 Survey methodology 
 Data collection 

The online survey was available from Monday 1 December to Friday 18 December 2020, inclusive. 
In total, 552 people completed the survey. A copy of the survey is available in Appendix II. 

The survey was promoted via a mix of CN and paid channels. The majority of those entering the 
survey were CN community panel members (Newcastle Voice, 58%). A further 31% entered through 
social media posts, and the remaining 11% through other channels. Please see Appendix III for key 
demographics of survey respondents. 

 Data handling 
Data handling and analysis was carried out using the City's online survey software.  All responses are 
de-identified to ensure the anonymity of respondents. If more than 100 open-ended responses are 
submitted, they are coded by theme. See Appendix IV for all verbatim responses. 

 Data weighting 
The sampling process was a self-selecting sample, where members of the Newcastle community 
chose to participate in the survey. This is a non-probability sampling technique, and while this 
approach is more cost and time effective than a probability sampling (e.g. random sampling), there is 
likely to be a degree of self-selection bias in the results. As such, a self-selection sampling technique 
may limit the representativeness of the sample. The survey attracted a strong response from Ward 1 
residents and people aged over 55 years. To help balance this, the data has been weighted post-
collection to broadly represent the LGA in terms of population distribution by location and age. 
Respondent profile and weighting information is included in Appendix III.  
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4 Survey findings 

 Satisfaction with CN performance 
At the beginning of the survey, respondents were asked their level of satisfaction with CN’s 
performance overall on a five-point scale where a score of 1 was very dissatisfied and a score of 5 
was very satisfied. The results are presented in figure 1. 

Overall, 55% of respondents were satisfied or very satisfied with CN’s performance overall. This 
equates to a mean score of 3.4 out of five and continues an upward trend in satisfaction levels in 
recent years (figure 2). Analysis by age and location (table 1) reveals satisfaction is highest among 
those aged 18-44 years (67%). 

 
Figure 1: Satisfaction with CN's overall performance 

 
Figure 2: Satisfaction with CN's overall performance - mean scores over time (out of five) 
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Table 1: Satisfaction with CN's overall performance by age and location 

 

 

In a similar question, respondents were asked their level of satisfaction with the standard of services 
CN provides to the community. On balance respondents were satisfied overall, with over half (56%) 
of satisfied or very satisfied and one-in-five (20%) dissatisfied or very dissatisfied (figure 3). Analysis 
by age and location (table 2) reveals satisfaction with the standard of service CN provides is highest 
among those aged 18-44 years (65%). 

 
Figure 3: Satisfaction with standard of services CN provides to the community 

 

Table 2: Satisfaction with standard of services CN provides to the community by age and location 

 

18 – 44 
years

45 – 64 
years

65 + 
years

Ward 1 Ward 2 Ward 3 Ward 4

Weighted base n= 552 270 171 105 131 131 131 131

Dissatisfied or Very dissatisfied 24% 19% 26% 30% 30% 16% 29% 18%

Neither 21% 14% 29% 25% 16% 25% 21% 20%

Satisfied or Very satisfied 55% 67% 44% 46% 53% 57% 49% 62%

Don't know 1% 0% 2% 0% 0% 1% 1% 0%

* Those who did not indicate age or lived outside of LGA not shown due to small base sizes

LocationAgeTotal

18 – 44 
years

45 – 64 
years

65 + 
years

Ward 1 Ward 2 Ward 3 Ward 4

Weighted base n= 552 270 171 105 131 131 131 131

Dissatisfied or Very dissatisfied 20% 16% 22% 24% 24% 13% 20% 20%

Neither 23% 17% 28% 29% 17% 25% 21% 29%

Satisfied or Very satisfied 56% 65% 49% 47% 57% 57% 58% 50%

Don't know 2% 2% 1% 1% 0% 5% 1% 1%

* Those who did not indicate age or lived outside of LGA not shown due to small base sizes

Total Age Location
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 CSP - Values, vision and perceptions 
Values 
Respondents were presented with the ten values that underpin our Community Strategic Plan 
(CSP): 

Active Lifestyle – living active lives with places and spaces people enjoy using 
Community – caring and being proud of our community 
Creativity – a community that encourages new and creative ideas 
Diversity - making sure that everyone is welcome 
Engaged Citizens - making sure everyone has opportunities to have a say on decisions that affect them 
Environmental sustainability – looking after the environment around us now and into the future 
Inclusion - making sure that everyone can take part in our community 
Innovation – smart, good new ideas to make a better city 
Leadership – having good leaders 
Resilience – being strong enough to deal with, and bounce back from, tough times 

 

Respondents were asked to rate the importance of each value on a five point scale from not 
important at all through to extremely important, as well as how well they think we’re performing on 
each also on a five point scale from not well at all through to extremely well. Results are presented 
in figures 4 and 5. Mean scores (out of five) are also included, where a score of 1 indicates low 
importance or performance and 5 indicates high importance or strong performance. 

 

All values contained in the CSP received high ratings in terms of importance (figure 4), with most 
values receiving a mean score of more than four out of five indicating they are considered very or 
extremely important. The top five most important values were: 

1. Leadership – 88% rated as extremely or very important 
2. Engaged citizens – 86% 
3. Active lifestyle – 85% 
4. Environmental sustainability – 85% 
5. Community – 84% 

 

Performance ratings were lower in comparison (figure 5). Mean scores for most values were around 
three out of five, which equates to performance ratings of somewhat well. The top five values 
where performance was rated most strongly were: 

1. Active lifestyle – 47% rated as performing extremely or very well 
2. Innovation – 38% 
3. Resilience – 34% 
4. Diversity – 34% 
5. Creativity – 33% 
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Figure 4: CSP values - Importance ratings 

 

 
Figure 5: CSP values - performance perceptions 
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After rating the importance and CN performance of each CSP values, respondents were asked 
whether they thought the number of values was right (figure 7). One-in-two respondents (49%) said 
we had the right number of values to consider in planning for our city’s future.  

One-in-five respondents (20%) said there were too many values to consider in future planning. 
Those who said there were too many placed less importance on Creativity, Diversity and Inclusion 
than other respondents. 

 
Figure 6: CSP values – number 

 

Vision 
Respondents were presented with the vision for Newcastle’s future in our CSP - In 2030, Newcastle 
will be a smart, liveable and sustainable global city - and asked how well this vision reflects their 
hopes for Newcastle in the future. 

In total, over half of respondents (51%) said the vision reflects their hopes for Newcastle’s future 
extremely or very well, with a further 27% saying this vision reflects their aspirations somewhat well 
(figure 8). This was driven by respondents aged 18-34 years where 61% said the vision reflects 
their hopes very or extremely well, and those in Wards 1 and 2 (56% and 59% very or extremely 
well, respectively). 

 
Figure 7: CSP vision 
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Perceptions of Newcastle 
Respondents were asked the extent to which they agree or disagree with a series of statements 
about Newcastle, as shown in figure 9. 

The majority respondents agreed that Newcastle is liveable (78%), safe (66%), and 
welcoming/connected (53%). Agreement that Newcastle is vibrant and active was lower in 
comparison (42% agreed and 27% disagreed). 

 
Figure 8: Perceptions of Newcastle 

 

 Environment 
Important environmental issues 
Respondents were asked to rank the top five environmental issues that are most important to them. 
Results are presented in figure 10. 

The top five issues ranked as most important were: 

1. Protecting natural areas - waterways, bushland, native plants and animals 
2. Minimising waste - reduce, reuse, recycle, compost, single use plastic 
3. Expanding urban and street scale greening - provision of street & park trees, footpath 

gardens, green roofs and walls, community gardens 
4. Protecting the coastline - beaches, dune systems and rock platforms 
5. Reduce water pollution - including litter and marine pollution 

The top five issues are the same as the last time this question was asked in a previous Quarterly 
Community Survey (June 2019). 
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Figure 9: Importance of environmental issues 

 

Environmental priorities for CN 
Respondents were asked what the five most important things CN should focus attention and 
resources on over the next five years in terms of the environment, as shown in figure 11. 

The top five issues ranked as most important for CN to focus on were: 

1. Habitat protection and enhancement e.g. native vegetation, watercourse and wetland 
rehabilitation projects 

2. Waste avoidance, reduction and recycling facilities or projects 
3. Urban tree planting - increase numbers of street and park trees; green verge gardens 

throughout the City 
4. Coastal management - revegetation; erosion control, dune enhancement) 
5. Action on climate change – advocacy, land use planning, works to mitigate and adapt to 

change 
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Figure 10: Environmental areas for CN attention 

 

Satisfaction with CN performance on environment 

Respondents were asked how satisfied they are with CN’s performance regarding the environment. 
Results are shown in figure 12. 

Overall, 43% of respondents were satisfied, 21% were dissatisfied and 34% were neutral. This is a 
slight improvement since this question was last asked in June 2019, where 32% were satisfied 
(mean score of 3.07 in 2019 vs 3.20 in 2020). Analysis by age reveals satisfaction levels are 
stronger amongst younger age groups.  
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Figure 11: Satisfaction with CN performance on environment 

 

Respondents who said they were dissatisfied or very dissatisfied with CN’s performance on the 
environment (n= 115) were asked an open-ended question where they could provide reasons for 
their dissatisfaction.  

A total of 111 people provided a response. Key themes are summarised in figure 13 and full 
verbatim comments are provided in Appendix IV. 

 
Figure 12: Categorisation of reasons for dissatisfaction with CN performance on the environment 

 

Comments about development, mainly perceived over-development, were most common as 
provided by 32 respondents: 
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“Approvals are still being given for green-fields developments like the residential 
subdivision out at Minmi which will result in the destruction of many hectares of bushland 

and wildlife habitat.” 

“Developments in Honeysuckle, Wickham, East Newcastle are heat sinks of concrete, 
building shadows, bitumen with little or no provision for shaded areas for walking, cycling or 

seating. This is a massive lost opportunity and is counter to any claim to be an 
environmentally sustainable city.” 

“Increasing housing density in suburbs is unsustainable for a healthy future” 

 

Please refer to Appendix IV for full verbatim comments. 

 

Waste initiatives  
Respondents were asked to select from a list of waste diversion and other initiatives the ones they 
felt CN should explore. Respondents were able to choose as many or as few initiatives as they 
liked. Results are shown in figure 14. 

The top five initiatives endorsed by respondents for CN consideration were: 

1. Creating demand for recycled product by ensuring we specify the use of recycled product 
in what we buy or build  

2. Partnering with university to research new ways to divert waste and new product uses for 
recyclables 

3. Generating green energy (from organics for example) to power a local recycling facility 
4. Introduction of a tip shop to divert and sell reusable items 
5. Partnering with other councils where it is in Newcastle or the overall region’s interests 

This pattern of results is similar to results obtained from a recent survey carried out by Micromex 
Research on behalf of the CN Waste Team1.  

 
1 The proportion of respondents endorsing each initiative was higher in the Micromex Survey. This is likely due to 
methodological differences, where the interviewer-administered Micromex telephone survey may have introduced social 
desirability bias, also known as ‘goodwill responding’, which is the tendency for survey respondents to answer questions in 
a manner that will be viewed favourably by others / the interviewer. 
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Figure 13: Waste diversion and other initiatives 

 

Of the 16% (n= 88) of respondents who selected ‘Other’ initiatives, 61% left a response. As depicted 
in the word-cloud at figure 15, many suggestions related to composting and/or the collection or 
management of food waste or scraps, and better solutions in regard to single use plastics and 
items. Please refer to Appendix IV for verbatim responses.  
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Figure 14: Other waste initiatives 

 

 Economic and social support initiatives 
Following on from the Winter 2020 Quarterly Community Survey that focussed on CN’s response to 
the COVID-19 pandemic, questions were included in the Summer 2020 (current) survey about 
awareness of two initiatives that were introduced in response to the pandemic – City Taskforce and 
the Lean In Newy app. 

Awareness of both initiatives has improved, with 39% of respondents now aware of City Taskforce 
and 34% aware of the Lean In Newy app (figure 16).  

 
Figure 15: Awareness of City Taskforce and Lean In Newy app 

 

https://www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au/Newcastle/media/DocumentsHYS/Winter-2020-QCS-full-report.pdf?ext=.pdf
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For the Lean In Newy app, actual and intended usage has grown from 21% to 32%, with a 
corresponding decrease in those saying they probably wouldn’t use the app or that it wasn’t relevant 
to them (61% in Winter 2020 to 33% in Summer 2020), as shown in figure 17. This improvement is 
likely driven by communications activities in conjunction with positive word-of-mouth.  

 
Figure 16: Intended usage of Lean In Newy app 

 

Analysis by age and location reveals that awareness of the Lean in Newy app (table 3) and 
intended usage (table 4) is highest among respondents aged 18-44 years, and declines with age. 
Awareness of Lean In Newy also lower in western parts of the LGA. 

Table 3: Awareness of Lean In Newy by age and location 

 

 

Total

18 – 44 
years

45 – 64 
years

65 + 
years Ward 1 Ward 2 Ward 3 Ward 4

Weighted Base n= 552 270 171 105 131 131 131 131

Yes 34% 47% 27% 14% 42% 42% 30% 26%

No 63% 49% 72% 83% 56% 56% 66% 72%

Don't know 3% 4% 2% 3% 2% 2% 4% 2%

* Those who did not indicate age or lived outside of LGA not shown due to small base sizes

Age Location
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Table 4: Intended usage of Lean In Newy by age and location 

 

 

 Smart City 
Awareness of Smart City Strategy 
Respondents were asked if, before taking the survey, they were aware of CN’s Smart City Strategy. 
Results are presented in figure 18. 

Overall, 55% of respondents said they were aware of CN’s Smart City Strategy.  

 
Figure 17: Awareness of Smart City Strategy 

At the time of the survey, a campaign to raise awareness of CN’s Smart City initiatives had been in 
market for about 2-4 weeks. Awareness of the CN’s Smart City Strategy was markedly higher 
among those respondents who said they had recently seen or heard the Smart City campaign, 
suggesting that the campaign delivered on its objective to build awareness of CN’s Smart City 
initiatives (see figure 19). 

Total

18 – 44 
years

45 – 64 
years

65 + 
years Ward 1 Ward 2 Ward 3 Ward 4

Weighted Base n= 552 270 171 105 131 131 131 131

Already use it 7% 13% 3% 0% 8% 5% 9% 8%

Will probably use it 25% 28% 26% 18% 23% 33% 18% 22%

Undecided 35% 27% 43% 45% 32% 35% 36% 39%

Probably won't use it 23% 24% 24% 18% 28% 23% 19% 20%

Not relevant to me 10% 9% 4% 18% 9% 4% 17% 10%

* Those who did not indicate age or lived outside of LGA not shown due to small base sizes

LocationAge
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Figure 18: Smart City Strategy awareness by those aware vs not aware of Smart City campaign 

 

Smart City characteristics 
In an optional open-ended question, respondents were asked to list three words or phrases they 
associate with a smart and innovative city. In total, 452 respondents left a response. 

The top five words or phrases were: 

1. Technology (9%) 
2. Green (9%) 
3. Clean (9%) 
4. Sustainable (9%) 
5. Access (8%) 

The key words left as responses as depicted in figure 20, and the top 50 words overall are provided 
in Appendix IV. 

 
Figure 19: Smart City characteristics - word association 
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Smart City campaign  
At the time of the survey, a campaign to raise awareness of CN’s Smart City initiatives had been in 
market for about 2-4 weeks. Respondents were asked if they had recently seen or heard any 
information or advertising about CN’s Smart City initiatives.  

Overall, about one-in-three respondents (29%) recalled recently seeing or hearing about CN’s 
Smart City initiatives. While there was little difference in campaign recall by age, recall was notably 
lower in the western parts of the LGA (figure 21). 

 
Figure 20: Smart City campaign recall by age and location 

Of those who had seen the campaign, almost half (47%) reported seeing it on Facebook and about 
one-in-four said they saw it on CN’s website (28%) or on TV (26%) – see figure 22. While sample 
sizes are small, those in Ward 4 were less likely to see the campaign on Facebook (14%) than 
respondents from other areas (47% overall). 

 
Figure 21: Smart City campaign - channel 
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Those respondents who recalled seeing or hearing about CN’s Smart City initiatives recently were 
asked what the main thing the information or advertising was trying to tell them about Newcastle as 
a Smart City. Overall, 130 people left a response.  

Responses were categorised by sentiment and theme. The sentiment in responses was largely 
neutral (45%) or positive (34%), as shown in figure 23, suggesting that overall the campaign is 
delivering positive and neutral smart city appreciation messaging. 

 
Figure 22: Sentiment in Smart City campaign message recall 

 

Key themes to emerge in responses, summarised in figure 24, were related to CN’s Smart City 
initiatives being innovative, progressive and moving forward, evident in about 19% of responses. 
This was followed by initiatives related to transport (such as the driverless bus and electric vehicles) 
and parking apps, suggesting this element resonated well. Please refer to Appendix IV for full 
categorisation and verbatim responses. 

 
Figure 23: Key themes in Smart City campaign message recall 
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 Communications and facility awareness 
A few short questions were included in the survey to gauge whether the CN website is easy to 
navigate, satisfaction with CN digital communications, and awareness of facilities operated by CN. 

 

Website 
About two-thirds of respondents (63%) said they were able to find the information they were looking 
for on CN’s website and about one-in-five respondents said they hadn’t looked for information on 
CN’s website (figure 25). This was fairly consistent by age and location (table 5), though 
respondents aged 65+ years and those in Ward 1 were slightly more likely to report being able to 
successfully find what they were looking for on the web. 

 
Figure 24: Able to find information on CN website 

 

Table 5: Able to find information on CN website by age and location 

 

 

Digital communications 
In regard to satisfaction with digital communications from CN such as the website, social media and 
e-newsletters, most respondents were satisfied (53%) with very few dissatisfied (11%), equating to 
a mean score of 3.54 out of five. These results are presented in figure 26. Analysis by age and 
location (table 6) shows respondents aged 18-44 years were more satisfied than older respondents. 

18 – 44 
years

45 – 64 
years

65 + 
years

Ward 1 Ward 2 Ward 3 Ward 4

Weighted base n= 552 270 171 105 131 131 131 131

Yes 63% 60% 64% 71% 73% 62% 56% 63%

No 18% 19% 19% 11% 11% 22% 21% 20%

I haven’t looked for information 
on CN’s website

19% 21% 17% 18% 16% 16% 22% 17%

* Those who did not indicate age or lived outside of LGA not shown due to small base sizes

Age LocationTotal
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Figure 25: Satisfaction with CN digital communications 

 

Table 6: Satisfaction with CN digitial communications by age and location 

 

 

Awareness of who operates CN facilities 
Respondents were asked which level of Government (Federal, State, or Local) they believe operate 
a variety of CN facilities across the LGA. Results are shown in figure 27.  

Most respondents correctly attributed the facilities as being operated by CN. Blackbutt Reserve 
performed most strongly with 83% of respondents correctly attributing operation to CN. 
Misattribution was highest for Fort Scratchley, with about one-in-five respondents (22%) attributing 
the operation of this facility to the NSW or Australian Government. 

18 – 44 
years

45 – 64 
years

65 + 
years

Ward 1 Ward 2 Ward 3 Ward 4

Weighted base n= 552 270 171 105 131 131 131 131

Dissatisfied or Very dissatisfied 11% 9% 12% 13% 12% 7% 16% 11%

Neither 30% 24% 37% 31% 27% 35% 20% 35%

Satisfied or Very satisfied 53% 59% 48% 48% 51% 52% 54% 52%

Don't know 7% 7% 5% 9% 10% 5% 11% 2%

* Those who did not indicate age or lived outside of LGA not shown due to small base sizes

Total Age Location
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Figure 26: Level of government respondents believe operate CN facilities 

 

Analysis by age and location (table 7) reveals that awareness that CN operates these facilities 
improves with age. The results also show correct CN attribution for most facilities was generally 
lower among Ward 3 respondents. 

Table 7: Correct attribution that CN operates listed facilities by age and location 

 

 

This question was also asked in 2018 and 2019 via ReachTel polls, which are automated-voice / 
computer-generated telephone polls structured to be representative of the LGA in terms of age and 
location. While the current results are not directly comparable due to different survey 
methodologies, the same pattern of results (i.e. rank order of results) was observed across all 
surveys (table 8). 

Total

18 – 44 
years

45 – 64 
years

65 + 
years Ward 1 Ward 2 Ward 3 Ward 4

Weighted Base n= 552 270 171 105 131 131 131 131

% said CN operates:

Blackbutt Reserve 83% 78% 84% 93% 78% 84% 83% 86%

Civic Theatre 82% 79% 82% 87% 84% 83% 75% 84%

Newcastle Museum 80% 76% 81% 86% 81% 86% 77% 79%

Newcastle Art Gallery 78% 74% 81% 83% 80% 83% 70% 80%

Fort Scratchley 63% 63% 62% 66% 70% 61% 58% 67%

* Those who did not indicate age or lived outside of LGA not shown due to small base sizes

Age Location
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Table 8: CN facility operation over time 

 

 

 How survey findings will be used and next steps 
The findings from this survey have been shared with the relevant CN project teams for consideration 
in guiding and developing future plans, projects and activities including: 

• the new Community Strategy Plan, which will outline the vision for Newcastle’s future and 
supporting actions. CN will seek further community input on the new CSP in early 2021 

• development of the Sustainable Newcastle Strategy, which will be available for community 
feedback in 2021 

• optimising our website, refining user experience, digital communications and campaign 
activities to help ensure the best return on investment 

• corporate reporting and performance evaluation. 

Thank you to everyone who took part in the survey – your feedback and opinions will help shape the 
future of our city. The next Quarterly Community Survey will open on 1 March 2021. 

  

2018 2019 2020
1. Blackbutt Reserve 77% 1. Blackbutt Reserve 81% 1. Blackbutt Reserve 83%
2. Civic Theatre 75% 2. Civic Theatre 74% 2. Civic Theatre 82%
3. Newcastle Museum 64% 3. Newcastle Museum 68% 3. Newcastle Museum 80%
4. Newcastle Art Gallery 59% 4. Newcastle Art Gallery 64% 4. Newcastle Art Gallery 78%
5. Fort Scratchley 43% 5. Fort Scratchley 49% 5. Fort Scratchley 63%

ReachTel poll Online Quarterly Survey
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5 Appendices 
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Appendix I – Promotional collateral 
 

Newcastle Live banner 

 

 

Newcastle Live website and Social media 
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Hunter Headline banner 

 

 

CN social media – example posts 
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Appendix II – Survey 
As 2020 comes to an end, it’s important to look back before we look forward. 

We’d like to check-in with you to see how we’re tracking on our Community Strategic Plan, which outlines 
where we want to be in the future and how we’ll get there. 

We’d also like to hear how you think we’re doing in some other areas too, like the environment and smart city 
initiatives. 

The survey will take about 5-10 minutes to complete. 

 

About you 

 

D1. Please select your age group: 

[Dropdown list age groups, + Prefer not to say] 

 

D2. Which best describes you: 

Male 

Female 

Prefer to self-describe ____________ 

Prefer not to say 

 

D3. Which suburb do you live in? 

[Dropdown CN suburbs + Other] 

 

D4. Overall, how satisfied are you with City of Newcastle’s performance? 
 

Very 
dissatisfied 

Dissatisfied Neither 
satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 

Satisfied Very satisfied Don’t 
know 
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D5. And how satisfied are you with the standard of services City of Newcastle provides to the 
community?  

Very 
dissatisfied 

Dissatisfied Neither 
satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 

Satisfied Very satisfied Don’t 
know 

      

 
 

In this section of the survey, we’d like your views on our plan for Newcastle’s future. 

 CSP1. Listed below are values people have told us are important. They also describe how we would 
like to live as a community. These values underpin our Community Strategic Plan. 

Please indicate how important you think each of these things are for us to consider in planning for 
Newcastle’s future  

Randomise row order 

 Not 
important 

at all 

Slightly 
important 

Somewhat 
important 

Very 
important 

Extremely 
important 

Don’t know 

Community – caring and being 
proud of our community 

      

Resilience – being strong enough 
to deal with, and bounce back from, 
tough times  

      

Active Lifestyle – living active lives 
with places and spaces people 
enjoy using 

      

Engaged Citizens - making sure 
everyone has opportunities to have 
a say on decisions that affect them 

      

Creativity – a community that 
encourages new and creative ideas 

      

Leadership – having good leaders       

Innovation – smart, good new 
ideas to make a better city 

      

Inclusion - making sure that 
everyone can take part in  
our community 

      

Diversity - making sure that 
everyone is welcome 

      

Environmental sustainability – 
looking after the environment 
around us now and into the future 
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CSP2. And how do you think we’re performing in each of these areas  

Randomise row order 

 Not very 
well at all 

Slightly 
well 

Somewhat 
well 

Very well Extremely 
well 

Don’t know 

Community – fostering a caring and 
proud community 

      

Resilience – being strong enough to 
deal with and bounce back from tough 
times  

      

Active Lifestyle – encouraging active 
lives and providing places and spaces 
people enjoy using 

      

Engaged Citizens - making sure 
everyone has opportunities to input on 
decisions that affect them 

      

Creativity – encouraging new and 
creative ideas 

      

Leadership – having good leaders       

Innovation – encouraging smart, good 
new ideas 

      

Inclusion - making sure that everyone 
can take part in our community 

      

Diversity - making sure that everyone is 
welcome 

      

Environmental sustainability – looking 
after the environment around us now 
and into the future 

      

 

CSP3. From the values listed above, do you think there are: 

Too many to consider in planning for our city’s future 
 

 

The right number to consider in planning for our city’s future 
 

 

Not enough considered in planning for our city’s future 
 

 

Don’t know 
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With so much change over the past year, we’ve recognised that planning for the future is more important than 
ever. The vision for Newcastle’s future in our Community Strategic Plan is:  

In 2030, Newcastle will be a smart, liveable and sustainable global city. 

 

CSP4. How well does this vision reflect your hopes for Newcastle in the future? 

Not well at all Slightly well Somewhat well Very well Extremely well Don’t 
know 

      

 

 

CSP5. To what extent do you agree with the following statements about the Newcastle local 
government area? 

Randomise rows  

 Not at all Slightly Somewhat Very Extremely Don’t know 

Overall, I feel safe in the 
Newcastle local 
government area 

      

I feel welcomed by and 
connected with our local 
community 

      

Our places and 
neighbourhoods are 
vibrant and active 

      

Newcastle is a liveable 
city 
 

      

 

CSP6. Thinking about the last time you looked for information on City of Newcastle’s website, were 
you able to find what you were looking for? 

Yes 

No 

I haven’t looked for information on City of Newcastle’s website 

 

CSP7. And how satisfied are you with the CN’s communications with the community through digital 
methods such as the CN website, social media and e-newsletters (e.g. City of Newcastle e-news)? 

Very 
dissatisfied 

Dissatisfied Neither 
satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 

Satisfied Very satisfied Don’t 
know 
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CSP8. In 2021, we’re planning to hold focus groups and workshops with people from across our 
community to talk about our vision and goals for Newcastle’s future, and actions to help us get there.  

Would you be interested in attending a session? If so, we’ll email you closer to the time and you can 
choose whether you want to take part. 

Yes, I’m interested (please enter your email address) 

Hmmm, maybe. Email me the info and I’ll think about it (please enter your email address) 

No thanks 

 

 

For this next part of the survey, we’d like to ask you some questions around the environment 

 

E1. Thinking broadly about your local environment, please rank the top 5 issues that are most 
important to you, where 1 is the most important issue to you, 2 the next most important issue and so 
on.  

Select up to five issues.  

Programming note – rank top 5, randomise order – pin Other and Don’t know 

Protecting natural areas (waterways, bushland, native plants and animals)   
Protecting the coastline (beaches, dune systems and rock platforms)   
Increasing urban density (increasing the number of people living in an area rather 
than developments growing into green areas) 

 

Expanding urban and street scale greening (provision of street & park trees, footpath 
gardens, green roofs and walls, community gardens)  

 

Reduce water pollution (including litter and marine pollution)   
Air pollution   
Land contamination   
Minimising waste (reduce, reuse, recycle, compost, single use plastic)   
Reduce energy and water use   
Reduce greenhouse gas emissions   
Changes in climate   
Availability of locally grown produce (prawns; vegetables, fruit, fish etc)   
Other (please write in)  
Don’t know  

 

E2. Of the following, what are the five most important things that City of Newcastle should focus 
attention and resources on over the next five years.  

Select up to five issues.  

Programming note – rank top 5, randomise order 

Habitat protection and enhancement (e.g. native vegetation, watercourse and 
wetland rehabilitation projects)  

 

Urban tree planting (increase numbers of street and park trees; green verge gardens 
throughout the City)  

 

Coastal management (revegetation; erosion control, dune enhancement)   
Education – environmental, climate change, sustainability   
Community support e.g. Landcare and Community gardens /volunteering/ grants   
Waste avoidance, reduction and recycling facilities or projects  
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Action on climate change – advocacy, land use planning, works to mitigate and adapt 
to change  

 

City of Newcastle’s operations address green-house gas emissions, energy and 
water efficiency  

 

All works should include improved run off quality and quantity e.g. rain gardens  
 

E3. Overall, how satisfied are you with City of Newcastle’s performance regarding environment?  

Very 
dissatisfied 

Dissatisfied Neither 
satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 

Satisfied Very satisfied Don’t 
know 

      

 

Programming note – Ask E3a if Dissatisfied or very dissatisfied at E3. 

E3a. Why are you [INSERT E3 RESPONSE] with City of Newcastle’s performance regarding the 
environment? 

 

 

 

E4.  We’re currently looking at a number of different ways to minimise the amount waste ending up as 
landfill and other initiatives. Which, if any, of the following do you think City of Newcastle should 
explore? 

Multiple select, randomise - pin Other and None to last 

Maximising the working life of the Summerhill Waste Management Centre 

Introduction of a tip shop to divert and sell re-useable items 

Partnering with university to research new ways to divert waste and new product uses for recyclables 

Partnering with other councils where it is in Newcastle or the overall region’s interests 

Partnering with other specialist waste management suppliers where it is in Newcastle’s interests 

Considering more efficient access to the Summerhill Waste Management Centre reducing transport 
time/cost/local congestion 

City of Newcastle to take a more commercial/efficient approach to some of our operations and recognising the 
value of the resources we manage 

Considering a circular economy approach to the Summerhill facility including encouraging the establishing of 
light intensity businesses nearby which can use our products  

Generating green energy (from our organics for example) to power a local recycling facility 

Creating demand for recycled product by ensuring we specify the use of recycled product in what we buy or 
build (for example crushed glass in roads etc) 

Other (please write in) 

None of these 
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F1. Listed below are some facilities in the Newcastle local government area. For each one, who you 
believe provides that facility? 

Randomise row order 

 Australian 
Government 

NSW 
Government 

City of Newcastle Not sure 

Blackbutt 
Reserve 

    

Newcastle 
Museum 

    

Civic Theatre     
Fort Scratchley     
Newcastle Art 
Gallery 

    

 

 

In this final part of the survey, we’d like to ask you some questions around Newcastle as a smart city. 

 

SC1. Before today, were you aware of City of Newcastle’s Smart City Strategy?  

Yes  

No 

 

SC2. Please list three words or phrases that you associate with a smart and innovative city.  

There are no right or wrong answers, just type in the first things that come to mind. 

 

 

SC3. Have you seen or heard any information or advertising recently about City of Newcastle’s Smart 
City initiatives?  

Yes  

No 

Don’t know 

 

ASK SC4-5 IF YES AT SC3 

SC4. Where did you see or hear information or advertising about City of Newcastle’s Smart City 
initiatives? 

Randomise – pin Not Sure and Other to last 

TV 

LinkedIn 

Facebook 

Cinema  

City of Newcastle website  
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Not sure 

Other (please write in) 

 

SC5. What was the main thing the information or advertising was trying to tell you about Newcastle as 
a Smart City? 

 

 

 

 

Thanks for sharing your views! 

Want to have your say on projects and initiatives that matter to you? Join our community panel to stay up to 
date with projects open for feedback  
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Appendix III – Respondent demographics 
The data presented in the following charts is unweighted2. 

 

 

 
2 Note – data was weighted post-collection to be broadly representative the LGA in terms of Ward (approx. 23.75% per ward, 5% other) 
and age profile (33% 18-24yrs, 16% 35-44yrs, 16% 45-54yrs, 15% 55-64yrs, 10% 65-74yrs, 9% 75+yrs, 1% prefer not to say). The 
resulting weighting efficiency was 47%, which is acceptable for analysis. 
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Appendix IV – Open-ended responses 
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Reasons for dissatisfaction with CN performance on environment 
Q: Why are you [dissatisfied / very dissatisfied] with City of Newcastle’s performance 
regarding the environment? 

(Asked of those where expectations not met - n= 115 eligible respondents, n= 111 left a comment) 

 

Categorisation of responses - Summary 
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Verbatim responses Category 
All new buildings should have solar on their rooftops and be more sustainable  Development / Over-

development 

All we see are photos of the Mayor and Deputy in their vests at whatever they are 
attending purely for self promotion. 

Other 

Along the roadways weeds are growing. Lantana and other invasive species along 
roads, in bushland and reserves. Camphor Laurel trees are invasive and should be 
removed.Protect bushland, plant native trees, keep roadsides and footpaths tidy 
eliminate weeds.  

Presentation / 
Maintenance 

Approvals are still being given for greenfields developments like the residential 
subdivision out at Minmi which will result in the destruction of many hectares of 
bushland and wildlife habitat. 

Development / Over-
development 

Approving property development has impacted environment by ruining vistas, 
creating traffic & parking congestion and generally changing what was the beauty of 
Newcastle 

Development / Over-
development, 
Transport 

By not adhering to guidelines for vegetated areas for each development. Too much 
lenience is given to amount of vegetated areas for developments and there needs 
to be greater encouragement to plant native species that will sustain birds, animals 
and bees. The token greenery using cactii and non-flowering plants is not good for 
environment. 

More greening 

Can’t even get a stray dog or cat picked up let alone worry about the environment. 
It’s more important to spend rate payers money on a new building! 

Other 

City of Newcastle actively encourages Supercars to trash Newcastle East for profit. 
Locals are still cleaning up plastic months later. Chopping down over 200 trees is 
not good for the environment. We are still awaiting promised (by CEO) replacement 
trees in front of Fort Scratchley 4 years later.  

Supercars, 
Tree removal 

City of Newcastle plants street-side trees but never maintains them properly. In 
King Street, between Crown and Darby Sts, there are a row of ornamental trees 
that are barely alive. The parks usually and verges usually aren't weeded. Fallen 
trees and branches are never removed promptly. In some parks, there simply aren't 
enough trees (Nesca Park, for example). Church Walk Park is also poorly 
maintained, with dangerous public steps. 

Presentation / 
Maintenance 

clear felling of land for housing developments is most inappropriate on many fronts. 
 
planning regulations need a drastic overhaul 
 
environment before developer's profit 

Development / Over-
development 

CofN way behind many regional towns in Australia Other 
Community is not engaged. Pure lip service. Council officers do not understand the 
Local Government Act & the reason why we have a council. It is not a private 
company but a public service 

Other 

CoN created a heat sink when it destroyed all the trees in my fully tree-lined street, 
Council St, Cooks Hill. They will be replaced by only half the number removed and 
their shading capacity will be about 30% of the original when they reach maturity in 
some 10-15 years time. Despite the weight of scientific evidence supporting the 
planting of more trees as climate change accelerates CoN continues to reduce their 
number across the city most notably on the foreshore and east end. 

Tree removal 
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CON is not focusing on its core duties which is affecting amenity and the 
environment.  Maintain existing parks, assets and open spaces.  increase garbage 
collection from public spaces so overflowing bins do not create an environmental 
liability 

Presentation / 
Maintenance 

Construction taking away open and green spaces. Development / Over-
development 

Council should be focused on what is possible and not on what is beyond the 
regime of a LGA.  Climate Change etc, which is always on the agenda, is outside 
the control of the Council.  Ratepayers' funds are finite; Council should do what 
needs to be done within the responsibility of the Council.  Climate Change has 
taken over from the Anti-Nuclear Movement of the 1970s-1980s.  As a community, 
we need a return to looking after core responsibilities and not grandstanding, 
especially since Covid.  

Climate change 

Council's continuing obsession with Supercars racing in the heritage part of town, 
promoting speeding, CO2 emissions, and alienation from parks and beaches, 
makes its claimed environmental support seem like an ironic joke. 

Supercars 

Cutting down foreshore trees to benefit a private company (Supercars) 
 
Attempting to trash Newcastle Beach with a "Toilet Bowl" skatepark 

Supercars 

Cutting down trees for Supercars. Supercars return. Over development everywhere. 
Traffic jams everywhere. 

Supercars, 
Development / Over-
development 

Delusions of grandeur and obsession with climate change virtue-signalling.  Fulfil 
the responsibilities required by legislation only.   

Climate change 

Developments in Honeysuckle, Wickham, East Newcastle are heat sinks of 
concrete, building shadows, bitumen with little or no provision for shaded areas for 
walking, cycling or seating. This is a massive lost opportunity and is counter to any 
claim to be an environmentally sustainable city.  

Development / Over-
development 

Elimination of trees increasing temp of the city/suburbs.  lack of action on effective 
coastal management, lack of leadership in showing sustainability working.     

Tree removal, 
Coastal 
management 

Get Downer to look after thei gardens  Presentation / 
Maintenance 

Household waste management could be improved (e.g. composting) Waste management 
/ education 

I don’t see the results  Other 
I feel most people will regard the environment as it is experienced in their local 
living area and that said, Councils performance in maintaining a clean local 
environment is not good at all.  

Other 

I have been waiting on your promised verge planting guidelines for probably 5years 
after being told 3 times they were imminent. A sign of NCC commitment. Also 
Newcastle is turning into an ugly mass of ugly buildings which is doing nothing for 
habitat or environment. 

More greening, 
Development / Over-
development 

I have spoken to the council quite a few times in relation to the flooding of 
Gloucester ave so many times and nothing has been done. 

Other 
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I think there is always more that can be done, and as a city that is a large 
contributor to coal we should be putting equal resources and measures to 
counteract the negative impacts coal has had. Liveable residences are also growing 
in price with a market that is both difficult to rent and buy in. Low income earners 
are being pushed into unliveable housing. Standards should be raised and prices 
should be more controlled based on the actual merits of a property rather than the 
market.  

Industry, 
Housing affordability 

I think where I live in Maryville the trees (?) are very sparse and what there are are 
regularly massacred by Ausgrid pruners eg yesterday in Northumberland St.  My 
neighbours and I are heartsick at what’s been done, reducing our shade and bird 
habitat. 

Presentation / 
Maintenance 

I want there to be increased recycling options as my friends living in the Lake 
Macquarie catchment area brag about!  

Waste management 
/ education 

Increasing housing density in suburbs is unsustainable for a healthy future Development / Over-
development 

Insufficient action moving towards zero emissions.  Lack of proactive action on 
creating an environment to increase public transport and reduce private car use.  
Lack of investment in new cycleways. No support for community gardens.  
Webpage request was broken.  Follow up calls with council never returned.  
Request for community garden in Gregson park not supported.  Lack of building 
planning foresight.  Large housing blocks go up with no additional green space. 

Climate change, 
Transport, 
Development / Over-
development 

It appears not to be a priority. Other 
It appears to be haphazard, while policies look good on paper they don’t seem to be 
implemented if it doesn’t suit the leadership at the time. For example it is OK to let 
supercars ruin the east end of the city, destroying the peaceful enjoyment of that 
environment, but worry about alienation of open space and the detrimental effects 
of noise in other parts of the city. 

Other, 
Supercars 

it doesn't really seem to be more than lip service. why build a skate park on 
Newcastle beach if you really cared about the environment. why don't you offer food 
waste collections, if u really cared about the environment. why don't you recycle the 
water used at the beach showers of you really cared about the environment. why do 
your workers waste natural resources with no care, like using new timber when 
forming up concrete, I've watched them do it in Frederick St Merewether 

Development / Over-
development, 
Waste management 
/ education 

It's gross, smells like XXXX. You take all of the people most in need and shove 
them into holes like jesmond and Adamstown. Your bus services are horrible, the 
beaches are disgusting and you have the audacity to charge people to park 
amongst it all.   

Transport, 
Coastal 
management 

Its like living in NSW when it is all about Sydney. Living in Newcastle is all about thr 
CBD outer suburbs don't exist. It is almost like we are not welcome in the CBD.You 
are building a concrete jungle in the CBD with limited access reducing parking and 
changing for what little parking is available. Just appears very CBD orientated  

Outer suburbs 
neglected, 
Development / Over-
development 

Less development needs to occur to protect our wildlife  Development / Over-
development 

Lmcc implemented their green waste system years ago but ncc residents are still 
sending food waste to landfill causing toxic waste and polluting our earth. Our been 
side collection needs to be addressed asap. Also the extremely high fees for taking 
things to the dump is just not reasonable. 2 free drops a year isn't enough you 
should just be able to take things to the dump for free it might stop illegal bush 
dumping as well.  

Waste management 
/ education 
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Main bug bear is why Supercars? Trees removed. Air pollution big time. So wrong.  Supercars, 
Tree removal, 
Air pollution 

More greening including community gardens and encouraging greening and 
gardens of roofs of apartments and units as well as commercial buildings as well as 
green walls.  

More greening 

More significant action needs to be taken to reduce climate change. The City of 
Newcastle needs to preserve natural areas and create more. The city needs to do 
more to increase the number of products that are actually being recycled and not 
put into landfill. 

Climate change 

Mostly the building of high rise in the city beyond the set rules and regulations 
which are then change to suit as long as the developer throws a bucket of money at 
council 

Development / Over-
development 

Need more green spaces, cleaning of gutters is minimal causing rubbish to block 
drains and enter waterways,inner city is no longer for people with high rise and 
building projects closing river/harbour access,higher density housing in inner 
suburbs iImpacts on ambience of these spaces  

More greening, 
Waterway 
management / 
pollution, 
Development / Over-
development 

Need more urban greening and better public transport connections. More greening, 
Transport 

New developments should be sustainable and regenerative. More share paths and 
cycle ways. Support local business, circular economy. More trees and food forests.  

Development / Over-
development, 
More greening, 
Transport 

Newcastle East has lost street trees and gardens due to a 3 day race event. Our 
streets are hot, barren, rundown and ugly. No environmental assessment was 
under taken before council agreed to this race.  Surveys and talk are useless if you 
ignore basic requirements for a cheap buck. Or no buck as it turns out. 

Supercars 

No education about pollution by cars (including idling engines), advocating for better 
bus routes, better spread of money across councils, too city centered, too focussed 
on tourism.  Better pedestrian footpaths, so people walk not drive.  Open with 
finances so we see what our rates money is spent on.  The Race does not fit st all 
the image of a liveable environmentally city.  Luckily it did not take place this year.  
Makes the foreshore ugly and cuts off sights and walk ways for months. 

Transport, 
Outer suburbs 
neglected, 
Supercars 

No new ideas. Unimaginative, unqualified and incapable people in charge. We need 
leaders who are well educated in science and environmental urban planning, not 
business 

Other 

No strategic management of water catchments including building of community 
education and support. Poor water quality due to stormwater runoff and other 
pollution. 

Waterway 
management / 
pollution 

No talk about the gas plant planned, poor advocacy and management of air quality 
from house fires in winter 

Air pollution 

Not enough education and recycling incentives and stations to do more recycling. 
Look at Sweden with 1 percent landfill. They doing something right!!  

Waste management 
/ education 

Not enough recycling bins, lots of talk but not much action and no community 
consultations on most things.  Absolutely useless. 

Waste management 
/ education 

Not enough tree planting and when trees are planted too many don’t have enough 
shade canopy. Need a lot more shade structures  in parks, beaches and 
playgrounds. Way too much bare parkland on coast.  More support needed for 
cleaning up and protecting green areas and waterways. 

More greening, 
Waterway 
management / 
pollution 
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Not enough work is being done around Newcastle and suburbs to keep the place 
clean and green. More work with fixing Stockton Beach needs to be done urgently. I 
also believe that there needs to be more light rail stops. There are areas in 
Newcastle that urgently need tidying and greening.  

Presentation / 
Maintenance, 
Coastal 
management, 
Transport 

Not prioritising green corridors over developer interests Development / Over-
development 

Only looking at yuppies not outer Suburbs doing nothing despite constant requests Other 
Our local park and walking path areas are a disgrace. It is never serviced. 
Children's play area never been upgraded. Park has dead trees and overgrown 
weeds everywhere. When we last inquired was told it was too hot for park staff to 
work, could not believe it. 

Presentation / 
Maintenance 

Over development and bad management are destroying Newcastle’s environment. 
Lack of attention to tidiness and presentation is making our City look an unattractive 
eyesore. 

Development / Over-
development, 

Presentation / 
Maintenance 

Overall CoN does not seem committed to implementing practical, sustainable and 
measurable initiatives which everyday householders and businesses can adopt.  
For example; alternative transport options - there are not enough dedicated 
cycleways  and not enough bike racks. There is no education regarding waste 
recycling on the streets and not enough bins to separate waste. There is no 
evidence or support or exciting initiatives for environmentally active and positive 
movements within the city.  

Transport, 
Waste management 
/ education 

Parks have no seating in shaded areas, very few trees, Supercars are an historical 
and environment  disaster, the approval of oversized units in our beautiful city 
another environmental disaster waiting to happen. Lack of transparency while 
spending OUR money is a disgrace.  

Supercars, 
More greening 

Poor waste management and fees to dispose waste at designated summer hill. No 
annual or bi annual kerb side waste pick up. Too many by far new apartments to 
increase use of water gas electrical and waste disposal by far. Very poor transport 
facilities which encourage more car moments in the cbd. Could add more but not 
sure if my contibution will make any difference. What a shame  

Waste management 
/ education 

Removal of trees eg for Supercars. Dishonest staements about tree replacement 
and shade % Note please Norfolk Island tress are not native. get creative please. 

Tree removal, 
Supercars 

Stockton Beach erosion has been a know issue for years but nothing has been 
done to resolve this till it became to late. 

Coastal 
management 

Stockton Beach erosion inaction until recently is disgraceful. Coastal 
management 

Stockton Beach inaction. Coastal 
management 

Storm water entering Newcastle harbour and the beaches dont have any form of 
garbage traps that I’m aware of the harbour is bad. The marina is a good trap and 
at times the garbage is appalling. 

Waterway 
management / 
pollution 

Supercars with coal industry sponsorship sets the wrong signals for the future. We 
should invest in sustainable events. 

Supercars 

Supercars, skate parks on beaches NCC doesn't have a shred of credibility on the 
environment  

Development / Over-
development 

Supporting developers clear the limited natural assets in Blue Gum Hills, Beresfield 
and Minmi  

Development / Over-
development 
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Takes so long for any action,  after months of planning at great expense then a long 
time to execute the work. 

Other 

The car race is shocking for the environment. It's damaging to the cliff's, to the air 
and noise quality. Totally disgusting it should be allowed to occur around residential 
streets.  

Supercars 

The city centre needs more trees and green spaces. It is hot dry and windy. Very 
little shade especially around honeysuckle and the foreshore. The foreshore is an 
eye sore that has been decimated by the super cars. The super cars do nothing for 
Newcastle and don’t reflect our city’s values and needs. 

More greening, 
Supercars 

The City does nothing to protect established trees in backyards. It does not enforce 
its own rules to protect them.  

Tree removal 

The city is a massive heat island, and there are insufficient shaded areas. Also, the 
city describes itself as a smart green city, yet supports the environmentally 
disastrous Supercars debacle.  

Supercars, 
Development / Over-
development 

the city of Newcastle does not meen 3km from the town hall.  Outer suburbs 
neglected 

The destruction of trees and Parks for Supercars has been appalling. The endless 
pouring of cement  to create heat sinks like the new wasteful project at the Railway 
Station and cementing over the sand dunes at Nobbys runs utterly counter to CoN's 
stated claim that they are concerned about the environment. Concrete is an 
extremely environmentally unfriendly material. The persistence with the Supercars 
event is another case of dreadful mismanagement.  C0N are simply interested in 
glitz and show.  

Supercars, 
Development / Over-
development 

The disruption to the city & its residents by holding an environmentally unfriendly 
event such as the Supercars & demolishing well established trees has been an 
overall disaster. 

Other, 
Supercars 

The environment we now have is not being looked after effectively or sustainably. 
Apart from regular garbage collections, waste is left way too long to be collected, 
there are no grates over stormwater pits to stop leaf litter or rubbish, median strips 
have grass and are still mown rather than sustainably planted. 

Waste management 
/ education, 
Waterway 
management / 
pollution, 
More greening 

The focus is on the wealthy beach suburbs, I can’t even get my drain outside my 
house cleaned out or footpaths - the work favours the wealthy and the Newcastle 
cliche  

Outer suburbs 
neglected 

The high-density housing in town. Development / Over-
development 

The lack of transport infrastructure from suburbs to major hubs such as UON or the 
John Hunter Hospital or the Calvary Mater Hospital  from where I live in Shortland 
means I need to catch 2 buses just to get to places that are only 5-10 minutes by 
car. The lack of cycleway infrastructure on Sandgate Road makes cycling as a 
means of transportation suicidal  and the lack of footpaths and green spaces means 
I have to drive myself and my dog somewhere suitable to exercise. 

Transport 

The lies that the Mayor continues to tell about Supercars. The damage done and 
will be done by this dreadful event. The lies and secrets the council tell and hide 
regarding costs of the move, costs of Supercars and god knows what else has 
rumoured to have gone on behind the scenes. The lies about consultation and the 
lack of real communication transparency and engagement. The nasty atmosphere 
of this council is palpable and backward.   

Supercars 
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The overall city scape plan currently underway has taken into account very little 
consideration for the environment, particularly that around the harbour. We have 
turned the city area into a concrete jungle with extremely poor transport services. 
The tram to no where does absolutely nothing for the city. The road system is of 
such poor design that traffic can not easily make it to our beaches from the suburbs. 
Any semblance of a central business district for the city of Newcastle has gone. 

Development / Over-
development, 
Transport 

The plans to re introduce SuperCars for another 5 years from 2022 is a flagrant 
disregard of community, inner city businesses and our beautiful natural environment 
during the best part of the year. Release the real figures of their real cost to our city 
and our environment, not the rubbish propaganda of the past. 

Supercars 

the streets are filthy with rubbish dog XXXX and near the pubs XXXX and vomit you 
all need to walk around Hunter and king streets whoever is managing street 
hygiene might need to find a nee job  

Presentation / 
Maintenance 

The tree cover is diminishing. Canopy shade trees being replaced by crepe myrtles 
and banksias,  city is becoming hotter, more high rise and too much concrete in 
parkland, new ‘parklets’  dint provide much shelter for humans insects or birds. 

More greening, 
Development / Over-
development 

The very basic aspect of having a clean environment seems to be ignored. 
Footpaths and gutters are often filthy. If a very basic thing like clean streets can't be 
maintained what hope do you have of delivering all of the higher order 
environmental issues? Newcastle has beautiful beaches ..... and footpaths covered 
in dirt and old chewing gum as well as  food residue around the cafes.  

Presentation / 
Maintenance 

There are a large amount of overgrown areas council land full of weeds  and 
rubbish. Leaves and branches cover street gutters and drains. Theses issues 
course fire and storm hazards which could be detrimental to lives and property 

Presentation / 
Maintenance 

There seems to be no plan for the overall city.  Apartments seem to be the only 
developments and the maintenance of the roads, existing parks are neglected.  A 
poor view of our city 

Development / Over-
development, 
Presentation / 
Maintenance, 
Transport 

There seems to be a poor work ethic at council and council litter collection trucks 
are significant polluters of our waterways with too much litter falling into to street on 
collection days. Also my local councillors are poor representative of the three that 
represent me one doesn’t even answer emails the second sends dismissive replies 
or ignores requests for her luckily a third does a good job. 

Waterway 
management / 
pollution 

There’s no street greens where I live. There’s no care for  Existing greens .  More greening 
To High rise unit blocks Development / Over-

development 

To much money spent on green things not enough spent on roads footpaths and 
other essential services 

Other 

Too many apartments Not enough green corridors, children’s play area in cbd 
Youth have limited activities to engage them  

Development / Over-
development, 
More greening 

Too many exotic trees and other exotic plants installed (including some that WWF 
Australia classify as environmental weeds), while neglecting selected Hunter region 
natives. 

Tree removal 

Too many residential apartment blocks in and around the city Development / Over-
development 
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Too much and the ease of land clearing / tree removal.  The replanting of removed 
trees by developers does not seem to be followed up or enforced.  The amount of 
Litter / rubbish on the sides of the roads and in parks is very sad. 

Tree removal, 
Presentation / 
Maintenance 

too much emphasis on new "sexy" technology at the expense of basic maintenance 
issues and cleaning 

Presentation / 
Maintenance 

Too much emphasis on renewables instead of getting on with the job of streets, 
garbage, etc.   ie. the things Council should be involved in 

Presentation / 
Maintenance 

Too much industry in city. Eg. Kooragang Island. Industry 
Urban sprawl.  No CycleSafeNetwork.  Need lower speed limits.    Better City 
Planning 
 
High density cities (with affordable housing) are faster (spread out suburbs are 
inefficient and get people addicted to cars) and cost benefit ratios for bicycle paths 
show increase in society health and increase in business/shops near them.  
Currently half of the vegetables we in NSW eat are from city fringe farms that are 
due to be overrun by urban sprawl.   

Development / Over-
development, 
Transport 

Waste streams should be updated to dispose of compostable items  Waste management 
/ education 

Water courses and parklands are not up to current environmental standards; NCC 
works design and operations are not 21st century and must be improved.  Running 
Supercars in Newcastle is completely opposed to good environmental performance 
outcomes; it creates greenhouse gases, consumes carbon fuels, causes massive 
noise damage to residents, spectators and competitors 

Waterway 
management / 
pollution, 
Presentation / 
Maintenance, 
Supercars 

We do not have enough trees and green spaces in our city and neighbourhoods. 
Street trees and neighbourhood parks are not taken care of. Trees in urban spaces 
seem to be an afterthought rather than an integral part of the plan. 

More greening 

We need more carbon neutral projects and we need to stop the urban spread and 
reinvigorate the city for residents  

Other 

whether it fits here or not I don't know the main problem is housing density not only 
in the old inner city suburbs but also in the new subdivisions eg Fletcher the status 
quo seems to be cram in as many residences as possible this includes subdividing 
inner city blocks with no provision for off street parking. It is becoming a game of 
"chicken" in most suburban streets with cars parked both sides of the road 24/7 this 
is a major safety issue and needs to be addressed.  

Development / Over-
development 

Why run a street race through a heritage listed area totally polluting the 
environment?  Our Lord Mayor yahooing and gyrating whilst the drivers do 
burnout's out front of The Customs House Hotel is abhorrent to anyone who favours 
the environment.  For CoN to say they care about the environment and allow the 
Supercar Assault to dominate Newcastle for 12 weeks of the year is to clearly show 
they do not value the environment. 

Supercars 

Your decisions on environmental are not based on logical ideas the placement of 
the light rail is dangerous no emergency vehicles can pass cars if there is a fire 
near the old train station it will be a catastrophe and you basically sold of all that 
land to development for high rises and the roads will not accommodate this traffic 
and saying people need to ride bike or catch light rail is sometimes physically 
impossible for some people your claiming this is all for environmental reasons I 
don’t  

Transport 

Your public works are a waste of and your use of public spaces and the timing of 
there development is totally clueless  

Other 
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Other waste initiatives 
Asked of those who selected ‘Other’ waste initiative - n= 88 eligible respondents, n= 61 left a response 

Verbatim Responses 
A push to minimize single-use plastics for packaging and products.  
Aim to phase out landfill operations at Summerhill (as originally planned) - landfill must become a thing of 
the past. Summerhill should focus entirely on resource recovery. 
All of the above 
Allow local deposit of recyclable and non-recyclable waste material instead of single car drivers having to 
drive to Summerhill 
Availability of green / food-scraps bins for kitchen, which is then thrown into the green-lid wheelie bins, and 
appropriate facilities for this waste to be utilised effectively (composting, etc.) This is available in smaller 
councils, such as Moree and should be present in a large city council.  
Ban junk mail. Pressure major retailers to reduce packaging eg Coles, Woolworths, McDonalds etc.  
Banning single-use plastic, city-wide, including fast food restaurants. Creating local composting and 
tip/recycling centers - an employment opportunity from revenue generated by repairing and reselling usable 
items; selling fertiliser from the compost; and selling material made from recycled matter. 
Basic infrastructure like better roads and paths 
Bring back twice yearly curbside collections, reuse in action. 
broken bicycles for the https://newcastlepushbikelibrary.wordpress.com/bikes-for-africa/ 
Burn the trash and use it for power. 
catch up with Mid Western Council W.R.T.composting of all organic wastes,,  eg collecting all household 
food and organic waste 
collect compost 
Composing and Food-scraps into Green bins 
compost food-waste in kerbside collection similar to Lake Mac 
Concentrate back to the basic sevices and not the fringe elements 
Create an incentive program. Less waste you send you get a % off your rates... or recycle certain products 
and you can earn a free bin upgrade etc husband want to do the right thing but often want to get rewarded 
as well...  
Creating a circular economy in conjunction with the promotion and growth of our smart cities initiatives. 
Don’t waste your time on climate nonsense  
Easier way to dispose of single-use plastics 
Encourage residents to recycle their waste correctly by reducing tip fees for certain items & using correct 
methods. Also reduce fees on hazardous waste to zero or by half to deter people or businesses from 
illegally dumping it.  
Fogo 
Food-scraps in green waste.  
Food-waste collection  
food-waste collections!! And improve truck efficiency by getting all residents to put their bin on one side of 
the street. It would half the distance travelled by the trucks. eg everyone put their bins outside odd number 
houses. 
Food-waste in green bin 
free dupmping of green waste and community compost heaps for all to use 
Fund a recycling resource like REVERSE GARBAGE (Marrickville). Creates employment opps for creatives, 
workshops for schools  etc - many knock on effects 
Green waste composting so it doesn’t end up in land fill. Scrunchable plastic recycling. 
Have smaller drop off spots big bins for different items  lol at Sweden  
Having a bin to recycle food-scraps 
I am horrified at what people put in their bins, no respect for instructions or the environment..something 
needs to be done about this.. inspectors.. rewards for people doing the right thing,, fines whatever 
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I wouldn’t trust this bogan council to do any of this. It would be a spin campaign which will cost ratepayers 
more money 
In Canberra the 'Green Shed'  people can drop of fair/good condition furniture / bric - a - brac , clothing, 
building materials, etc  and others can buy for a 'minimal cost' ie; (its like a recycle shop) it saves on land fill 
- 'One persons trash is another's treasure' great for upcycling 
Introduce soft plastic recycling and food-scraps into the weekly/fortnightly service. Encourage composting 
by providing all families with free compost bins, worm farms etc.  
Introducing compost bins like the lake Mac council do!  
Introducing kitchen compost bins like Lake Macquarie council has done, and allowing food-scraps to go in 
the green waste bin.  
Legislating for environmental benefits in New developments, assisting low income families to get solar 
(possibly by renting roof space?) 
Lobby whoever needs to be lobbied (govt) to insist Australia be able to recycle all of our recyclable waste, 
including public education campaigns about how to and what to recycle. 
make our bins smaller. They are twice the size of Melbourne's bins. People will adjust. 
more direct involvement or partnering with solar electricity ie construction of and access to community grids, 
to facilitate households installing alternative energys,  
More safer roads and pedestrian crossings especially  in shortland 
More Waste to energy with partner councils 
Not use this as an excuse to further reduce household waste cycles (like Lake Macquarie council has) 
Policies aimed at reducing the waste being sold in shops, "fast-fashion" & "fast-furniture", etc, and most of 
the contents of Kmart 
Promote community waste disposal ie. LMCC has implemented green bins within the household for food-
waste and management.  
provide residents with better recycling options more often 
Put more waste in landfill. We have plenty of room in Australia. It takes 5 hours flying just to get out of Oz. 
Reduce consumption of single-use products 
Reduce the cost of waste collection bins. Some people have large families. Recycle bins bins picked up 
weekly. 
Reduce waste by restrictions on manufacturers of plastics and one use items. Stop junk products at the 
source. more options needed. 
Reducing waste disposed to landfill, increased recycling, better education and more information and tools 
for residents on how to reduce their waste, reducing illegal dumping, focus on waste avoidance 
Stop importing so much waste from Sydney Waste Companies at a cheap rate.  
Taking action to ban single-use plastics such as plastics straws, styrofoam containers, and buying plastic 
water bottles by making water refill stations more accessible  
Until we can change our throw away society and the level of waste each person generates, much from 
packaging on everyday items we purchase, the level of waste generation will continue to grow.  
Vouchers for households to encourage use of reusable/cloth nappies or menstrual supplies 
Warwick Queensland - Waste Management Centre facility and "policy" - is highly efficient in minimising 
dumping of rubbish, resulting in clean streets and community support for a clean environment.       
Waste should be restricted at source with strict penalties for all non compostable plastics, excess paper 
packaging, bottles should be cleaned and reused, single-use containers and cups taxed allowing   BYO 
containers again.  
Why do you need to ask these questions. Do everything. It’s not hard to understand  
Working with Indigenous communities re cultural burning and gardens 
Would like to see all apartments have in-sink organic waste processing that is then captured and turned into 
biofuels as is done in Sweden. 
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Smart City characteristics 
Q: Please list three words or phrases that you associate with a smart and innovative 
city.  There are no right or wrong answers, just type in the first things that come to mind. 

(Asked of all - n= 552 eligible respondents, n= 452 left a response) 

Top 50 words 

 

  

Word Count % Word Count %
technology 42 9% Environmental 14 3%
green 41 9% free 14 3%
clean 39 9% environment 13 3%
sustainable 39 9% renewable 13 3%
access 36 8% safe 13 3%
parking 29 6% Solar 13 3%
efficient 28 6% people 12 3%
smart 28 6% recycling 12 3%
transport 28 6% council 11 2%
city 26 6% easy 11 2%
community 22 5% friendly 11 2%
connected 21 5% Good 11 2%
innovative 20 4% ideas 11 2%
use 19 4% lighting 11 2%
progressive 18 4% new 11 2%
creative 17 4% street 11 2%
energy 17 4% change 10 2%
public 17 4% liveable 10 2%
spaces 17 4% looking 10 2%
wifi 17 4% no 10 2%
Newcastle 16 4% think 10 2%
waste 16 4% car 9 2%
forward-thinking 15 3% high 9 2%
future 15 3% internet 9 2%
inclusive 15 3% open 9 2%
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Smart City campaign – message recall 
Q: What was the main thing the information or advertising was trying to tell you about 
Newcastle as a Smart City? 

(Asked of those who recalled seeing / hearing campaign - n= 160 eligible respondents, n= 130 left a 
response) 

 

Categorisation of responses - Summary 
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Verbatim response Category Sentiment 
Newcastle is innovative  Innovative / Progress / Moving forward Positive 

Lots going on Innovative / Progress / Moving forward Neutral 

Modern innovative Innovative / Progress / Moving forward Positive 

Innovative  Innovative / Progress / Moving forward Positive 

Moving forward Innovative / Progress / Moving forward Positive 

progressive  Innovative / Progress / Moving forward Positive 

We are trying to do better in a variety of ways. Innovative / Progress / Moving forward Positive 

How it is improving our quality of life through data 
based decision making. 

Innovative / Progress / Moving forward Positive 

Progressive management of current and future 
resources 

Innovative / Progress / Moving forward Positive 

Newcastle is heading towards being a smart city Innovative / Progress / Moving forward Positive 

Newcastle is always looking at opportunities to 
become smarter about the way we do things. 

Innovative / Progress / Moving forward Positive 

That it is a well managed city Innovative / Progress / Moving forward Positive 

Aspirations  Innovative / Progress / Moving forward Positive 

Council moving forward to make this city greater Innovative / Progress / Moving forward Positive 

Newcastle is working on their plan to become a 
smart city and next steps  

Innovative / Progress / Moving forward Positive 

Innovative Innovative / Progress / Moving forward Positive 

That council was serious about delivering a smart 
city 

Innovative / Progress / Moving forward Positive 

Going well Innovative / Progress / Moving forward Positive 

That the City of Newcastle is taking the right steps 
to make Newcastle a smart city 

Innovative / Progress / Moving forward Positive 

What direction the city of newcastle was heading 
in 

Innovative / Progress / Moving forward Neutral 

progress Innovative / Progress / Moving forward Positive 

CN is driving technological advancement on 
behalf of the LGA 

Innovative / Progress / Moving forward Positive 

Being progressive  Innovative / Progress / Moving forward Positive 

Newcastle is a leader in this area. Innovative / Progress / Moving forward Positive 

Changes to city centre. Council moving, new 
library. 

New library Neutral 

more buildings in city centre New library Neutral 
It uses technology  New technology Neutral 
Touch screens audio points New technology Neutral 
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Improved access to technology New technology Positive 
New technology.  New technology Neutral 
use of new technology  New technology Neutral 
Newcastle is trying to use new technology  New technology Neutral 
Digital, high tech, unsmart things New technology Neutral 
New developments. New technology Neutral 
It seems to be all about utilising  technology 
something us older people don't fully understand 
or comprehend 

New technology Negative 

How good Council is. Pure hollow information. 
Spin for the local politicians  

Propaganda / Spin Negative 

Council trying to make themselves look good 
when no one in local communities really benefit  

Propaganda / Spin Negative 

That Council is spending lots of our money trying 
to prove we are a Smart City, 

Propaganda / Spin Negative 

Another chance for labor party to have someone 
on TV for free. 

Propaganda / Spin Negative 

that CON spends too much of rate payers money 
on advertising 

Propaganda / Spin Negative 

Propaganda for the Lord Mayor and Deputy Propaganda / Spin Negative 
Some body had discovered a new set of 'buzz' 
words 

Propaganda / Spin Negative 

Not sure of the purpose other than self promotion  Propaganda / Spin Negative 
how great and clever nuatali nelmes was Propaganda / Spin Neutral 
Propaganda!  Propaganda / Spin Negative 
Try Hards Propaganda / Spin Negative 
lots of technology, lots of spin: little attention to 
beauty, kindness, wisdom, elegance and more 
desirable characteristics 

Propaganda / Spin Negative 

Council likes to waste rate payer's money Propaganda / Spin Negative 
How wonderful the Lord Mayor and Councillors 
are. 

Propaganda / Spin Neutral 

That instead of focusing on doing their job NCC 
was trying to distract us from is inability to do its 
job. 

Propaganda / Spin Negative 

Trying to spin itself as caring about the 
environment. A smart city doesn't spend 
ratepayers money on an event that trashes the 
environment, forces people out of their homes 
and restricts access to a suburb for 10 weeks 
every year. They spin ludicrous attendance 
supplied by Supercars. An open council would 
provide costs for this event including the effect on 
residents / business. All we get is spin. Note the 
beaches are packed again with locals unlike when 
Supercars is in town and setting up.  

Propaganda / Spin Negative 

It was mostly jargon and didn't mean much Propaganda / Spin Negative 
Marketing and slogans to deflect real on the 
ground attention to our city and it’s crumbling 
assets  

Propaganda / Spin Negative 

constantly telling us we are smart and innovative 
...... more spin than substance sometimes 

Propaganda / Spin,  
Innovative / Progress / Moving forward 

Negative 

What initiatives the council were working on , not 
sure where the list came from , maybe the 
minority  

Providing information on Smart City 
(general) 

Negative 

That we are a ‘smart city’.  Providing information on Smart City 
(general) 

Neutral 
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Letting me know what the city council is doing and 
asking for my feedback 

Providing information on Smart City 
(general) 

Neutral 

that it existed , very little content Providing information on Smart City 
(general) 

Negative 

Informative - plans, activities and events Providing information on Smart City 
(general) 

Neutral 

Smart services Providing information on Smart City 
(general) 

Neutral 

that the city is smart Providing information on Smart City 
(general) 

Neutral 

Informed me of many innovative things I didn’t 
know about in our city. 

Providing information on Smart City 
(general) 

Neutral 

Why council is pursuing a smart city and current 
activities 

Providing information on Smart City 
(general) 

Neutral 

The latest component to the Smart City initiative. Providing information on Smart City 
(general) 

Neutral 

Council is in the smart city space Providing information on Smart City 
(general) 

Neutral 

Newcastle Library and smart cities Providing information on Smart City 
(general),New library 

Neutral 

Reduced energy through Solar farm at Summer 
Hill 

Smart energy / emissions reduction Positive 

Smart energy Smart energy / emissions reduction Neutral 

Council looking to reduce carbon footprint Smart energy / emissions reduction Positive 

innovating alternate energy production and use Smart energy / emissions reduction Neutral 

Good for the environment Smart energy / emissions reduction Positive 

Council using green energy Smart energy / emissions reduction Positive 

Energy or connectivity  Smart energy / emissions reduction Positive 

Going carbon neutral Smart energy / emissions reduction Positive 

Technology creates efficiencies. Smart energy / emissions reduction Positive 

Newcastle is leading 5he way as a smart city 
implementation of renewable energy sources 

Smart energy / emissions reduction Positive 

Emissions reduction Smart energy / emissions reduction Positive 

seeking to reduce cost and increase efficiency Smart energy / emissions reduction Positive 

Energy & environment  Smart energy / emissions reduction Neutral 

not sure if the section of " smart poles " in the city 
falls under this banner 

Smart poles / Wifi Neutral 

hot spots for mobile phone using internet Smart poles / Wifi Neutral 
Free WiFi Smart poles / Wifi Neutral 
Smart Poles Smart poles / Wifi Neutral 
wi fi Smart poles / Wifi Neutral 
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promoting local makers and creative small 
businesses, use of solar 

Support local traders Positive 

Support your traders is supporting yourself Support local traders Positive 
Sustainability Sustainability Positive 
sustainability Sustainability Positive 
Connected transport system  Transport or parking Positive 
About the ridiculous driver less bus that holds 
everyone up around the foreshore  

Transport or parking Negative 

Transport driverless cars  Transport or parking Neutral 
Will make it easier to get around  Transport or parking Positive 
Lots happening which is good. There is a parking 
app 

Transport or parking Positive 

Trailing new technologies - driverless vehicles Transport or parking Neutral 
Easier to navigate  Transport or parking Positive 
Mainly about new digital area in new council 
building along with driverless cars. Would like 
more information about the Smart City strategy 

Transport or parking Neutral 

their are electric vehicles in Newcastle Transport or parking Neutral 
I think it was something about the trams? Transport or parking Neutral 
that the council was going to have their cars all 
electronic and I thought what a waste of money, 
look at merewether and bar beach surf club  they 
are a dump the toilets are revolting and gets SO 
much use and yet the NCC want to spend a 
fortune on cars. 

Transport or parking Negative 

Parking  Transport or parking Neutral 
Electric car charging facilities, Parking initiatives, 
Innovation hubs, startup initiatives 

Transport or parking Neutral 

Pushbikers are the most important in the city with 
30kph limit for residents. 
 
School children are less important with 40kph limit 
in school zones. 

Transport or parking Neutral 

Trialing a driverless bus  Transport or parking Neutral 
Projects related to this strategy e.g lighting, 
electric car parking etc 

Transport or parking Neutral 

Parking app?? Transport or parking Neutral 
The driverless bus trial. What has this got to do 
with council responsibilities? 

Transport or parking Negative 

App for advertising wares when near proprietor/ 
Parking app. 

Transport or parking Neutral 

can remember. probbaly the stupid little bus Transport or parking   
smart parking Transport or parking Neutral 
Wifi, electric cars Transport or parking,Smart poles / Wifi Neutral 

Free WIFI, easier parking.  Missed the message, 
for me being a smart city should include bring 
smart about the environment, avoid negative 
impacts rather than reduce or reuse the negative 
sides 

Transport or parking,Smart poles / Wifi Negative 

Driver less car, waste of money and causes 
congestion. Smart poles needed to facilitate.  

Transport or parking,Smart poles / Wifi Mixed 

That the continuous desire to keep up with 
changes in technology at it’s current rate is 
virtually impossible. 

Other Negative 

That we are one Other Positive 
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Come LIVE here & you'll see what a delightful city 
it is, like we did 17yrs ago👍👍 

Other Positive 

Connectivity Other Neutral 
the fact that I was able to have my say on 
Newcastle being a smart city 

Other Neutral 

There is energy and hope in our leaders  Other Positive 
Won something  Other Neutral 
it seemed to be about encouraging 
people/businesses to move to Newcastle  

Other Neutral 

Connectivity Other Neutral 
Availability  Other Neutral 
The implementation of digital infrastructure to 
promote tourism & the arts in a environmentally 
sustainable city 

Other Neutral 

What is an oxymoron? Other Negative 
can't remember Can't recall Neutral 
don't know - I tuned out Can't recall Negative 
Not sure  Can't recall Neutral 
don't remember Can't recall Neutral 
I can't remember Can't recall Neutral 
can't remember Can't recall Neutral 
Can’t recall Can't recall Neutral 
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